1986 Ferrari 400 / 412 - 412i
412i

Lot sold

USD 77 051 - 106 686
EUR 65 000 - 90 000 (listed)

Year of manufacture
Gearbox

1986
Manual

Chassis number

65563

Number of seats

4

Number of doors

2

Drivetrain

2wd

Lot number

017

Drive

LHD

Interior colour

Black

Condition

Used

Location
Fuel type

Petrol

Exterior colour

Silver

Car type

Coupé

Description
− An original, unmolested car
− In the very sought for manual gearbox version
Estimated Value: 250 000 – 290 000 PLN
Model History
The 400 body style at Ferrari was manufactured between 1976 and 1989. The 412 model, which is
the direct evolution of the 400 model is are rare vehicle. Only 576 cars left the factory in Maranello.
This four seater is animated by a V12 engine of 5 litres and 340 hp delivered to the rear wheels.
Buyers had to choose between a three speed automatic gearbox and the five speed manual one. The
important thing to notice is that the 412 was the first Ferrari to offer ABS system as the standard. To
many enthusiasts the Pininfarina design is a perfect example of what a four seater coupe should look
like. It’s limited production makes the 412 a very interesting car to invest in.
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Vehicle History
The Ferrari 412i offered at the National Stadium auction is an exceptional vehicle. This four seater
coupe was manufactured in 1986. The car looks really outstanding, and is grigio color still shows its
original shine. Its wheels have been refurbished recently. The Interior of this Ferrari also looks
outstanding. The patinted leather ads a lot of charm to it. But the most important element is the
transmission. This specimen is equipped with a rare manual gearbox. It is a very sought for version
on the market right now. The car of course has some service history, but the important information to
notice is that this Ferrari is fresh from Engine rebuilt. It is definitely a car for someone looking for a
two door Grand Tourer to do long trips, for example around Europe.
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